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I. Description of my project

lntrodution

   When I had an internship in an elenientary school in the U.S., I found

that it was very important and necessary for ESL students to 1earn how

to write an essay in English because writing is often required in many

courses even in the elamentary education level. In addition, writing has

been the most difficult part of my English as a second language 1earning.

I was very afraid of writing essays in English when I took a cotlege

composition class in the U.S. because I not only had grammer errors
but also organization problems due to Japanese writing patterns, which

are different from English.

   Many of my essays in college composition class were graded C or

C- , andIwas very disappointed. However, my professor explained every

problcm which I had in my essays after class, and I rewrote all the

papers. Although this ercercise helped me to improve my English writing

ability, the process of rewriting was painful because I had to retype

the whole essay sinceI did not use the computer at that time.

   AfterIbeganto use the computer to write essays, I found it very

effective for writingbecauseit is easy to revise and to correct mistakes.

More interestingly, I became less hesitant to write because I could

concentrate my energy on producing my ideas in print, and I correct my

structure and spelling errors later.

   My experiences as an ESL student for my English writing improvament

got me interested in speculating how the computer can play an
important role for an ESL student's writing development. Below, I

atternpted to study the use of the computer for teadhing writing to a

Japanese ESL studertt by using the oomputer software FrEd Writer, a

simple word processing program with a "prompted writing" feature,

which will be described more fully below. At this point, let me explore

issues about patterns of thinking and writing in different cultures,

teaching writing to ESL students, and the computer software Felld
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Writer before I report my project,

Patterns of thinking and writing in different cultures

   I realized how English writing pattern is different from the Japanese

one when my co11ege composition class professor pointed out the
organizational problams in my essays. Kaplan (1977) points out that

the teaching of reading and writing to foreign students differs greatly

from the teaching of reading and wrjting to Arnerican students. He

suggests that logic is culturespecific and is not universal, and that

rhetoric also varies from culture to culture. He intends to point out

that ther.e are thinking patterns in different languages.

    Kaplan suggests that the assumption that anyone who can write

an adequate essay in her first language can also write an adequate essay

in a second language is•unreliable. My experience supports this view

becauseIcanwritewell inJapanese, but I had difficulty writ•ing essays

in English due to its different writing style in my first sernester at

co11ege in the United States Kaplan says that foreign students who have

aoquired syntactic structures may still be unable to compose papers

adequately. These students use aculturespecific rhetoric and'a pattern

of sequential thinking which breaks the expectations of English-speaking

readers, and appears to lack organization and cohesion.

   Kaplan says that the thinldng patterns of speakers and readers of

English follow a sequential order, For example, it is suggested that an

English expository paragraph usually begins with a topic sentence which

                                                      centralis supported by examples and illustrations. 'Ihen, it develops a

idea which relates to all the other ideas in the Whole essay. By following

this prooess, writers are expected to prove something or to argue
something.

   It is revealed in the Kaplan's study of ESL students' essays that

different native language groups have different writing patterns. For

example, Arabic-speaking students rely on a complex series of parallel
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constructions. On the other hand, Oriental writing shows an indirective

approach, which Kalpan ca11s "turning and turnig in a widening gyre"

(Kalpan, 1977, page, 276). The subject is never defined directly, but

many tangential views are provided, which English readers would consider

awkward and umecessary indirect. Kalpan also introduces a digression

in French and a complex structure pattern in Russian.

Ms study points out that

    "each language and each culture has a paragraph order unique to
   itself, and that part of the 1earning of a particular language is

   the mastering of its logica1 system" (page,280).

   As Kalpan points out, it is apparent that ESL teachers must be

awareoftheirstudents' native language writing patterns which may be

differertt from the English one if the teacher is able to provide
appropriatewriting instructions to them. ESL students need to learn the

logic of English as well- as English syntax.

Teaching writing to ESL students

   MdLaughlin (1985) says that writing ski11s require a number of

dimensions of the language: "vocabulary, diversity of vocabulary, aocuracy

of spelling, grammatica1 correctness, quality of senterice structure, and

effectiveness of errpression" (page 211), It is essential for teachers to

teach grammar, structure, spelling, and punctuation to ESL students.
ln addition to these, I attempted to teach my ESL subject how to

organize a paragraph and how to revise in order to develop the

paragraph in my project. .
   Teachers need to know what is wrong with their studertts' essays

and what they can do to improve thcm. Heath (1985) points out that

negative commertts such as "This is not well-organized", "This jumps

all over the place" or "Too many short paragraphs" (page,2) will not
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help students to improve their writing ski11s, but students may be

able to improve their writing if they are instructed how to organize

a paragraph.

    This may not be an easy task because the studertts may have
different thinking and writing patterns, as shown in Kalpan's study

(1977). Japanese thinking and writing pattern is probably the Oriental

Pattern that Kaplan refers to which prefers indirectness. I was struck

thatIhad to develop my thenie step by step very thoroughly when I

began to write essays in English because I got used to the Japanese

indirect writing pattern. The major difference between the Japanese and

the English writing pattern is probably that a topic sentence comes at

the very begiming in an English paragraph, while it comes at the end

in a Japanese paragraph.

   Besides this cultural difference ESL students who have exoellent ideas
                             ,
may have difficulty in writing since their energies are concentrated on

low level decoding and encoding skills. However. it is reported in the

study of computer assisted compositions (Woodruff et al, 1981-82)

that children consider sentence openers such as"I think...,""One reason

is...,"or "For example ..." (page 134) helpful when they write. I also

believe that prompts such as "What is your topic sentence?" or

"Write your topic sentence?" or "Write a few sentenoes which
support your topic sentence" help students to organize. an paragraph.

   The seoond objecteve of my project was to teach revising $ki11s. I

beliove that ESL students who have passed the freewriting stage like

my subject need to 1earn the revising ski11s to improve their essays.

Daiuteand Kruidenier (1985) point out that young writers do not take
the objective perspective that would help thern criticize what they write.

For the purpose of teaching revising ski11s, I tried to have my subject

look at her sentence structure. I also hoped that my subject found it

easier to revise at the computer. '
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Discussion about the computer Software: FrEd Writer

   I wished to examine FrEd Writer, which runs on APPLE ll family

of computers with my Japanese ESL subject who is in the 7th grade.

FrEd Writer was called FREEWRI'IER by Paul Lutus which donated
stripped-down version of his program. Al Rogers revised the program,

adding printing modules, frozen terct features, and commands which you

easily can send FRED test files over telephone lines to remote computers.

Rogers renamed the program FrEd Writer which stands for Free
Educational Writer to reflect its new educational slant.

   A special feature of FrEd Writer is that it has the capability of

allowing the creation of "prompted " writing files, This means that

the teacher can create her own prompt file of •"on-screen" directions

which are hints and steps fbr guiding students' writing. The directions,

which are enclosed in prompt boxes, help a student develop her writing,

and the final writing can be printed without the prompts. -My prompts

were created a•fter I read my subject's first essay which was written

without usingthe computer; the kinds of prompts which I created will

be discussed in the projoct section.

   I also found a useful exercise which ,has students join two sentences

without using "and" in sample FrEd Writer prompted files. Since
ESL primary writers usually write short sentences as seen in my subject's

writing (see appendix), I planned to use this exercise as one of the

actlvltles ln our sesslons.

   As stated above, FrEd Writer has the capability of allowing the

creation of "prompted" writing files, and a teacher can create her own

guiding steps and hints for her student's writing dovelopment. This is

why I wanted to use FrEd Writer for my project in order to
examine how the computer can interact with both the teacher and the

student. The teacher may be able to find problems in her student's essay

and to create prompts to provide steps which guide that student to a

better essay. My second reason for using FrEd Writer is that it is not
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a " fancy" expensive software, but rather it is shareware and can be

copied free. This allows ESL teachers to useFrEd Writer with the very

low cost of merely purchasing a floppy disk.

ll. Project

Description of my subject

   My subject is a Japanese 7th grade ESL student who came to the U.S.

because of her father's business. She has been studying in a public school

in a middle class city near Boston for a year. I have known her since

she came to the school where I had an internship in the ESL program

and in the Japanese bilingual program. She is a hardworking student

who hopes to be listed in a honor roll this sernester and has made

progress in her English proficiency. She could not write English when she

came here; however, she has written many wonderful stories in her
ESL classroom journal since she reached the 7th grade.

   My subject takes mathamatios, social studies, science, English, arts,

computers and ESL. I was very surprised .to hear that she had to write

a report in,mathernatios, in social studies and in science because students

are seldom required to write an essay in those areas in a Japanese school.

As writ•ing is often required in the American school, it is improtant for

her to learn how to write and organize an essay in English.

Prooedure

Description of the the activities •
    Three sessions were held for my project: one'at my subject's

home and two in the computer lab. As I believe that students may be

more motivated to write when they decide a topic by thernselves, I asked

her what she would like to 'write. She told me that she would like to

write about her school and wrote an essay in about twenty minutes
independently. Daiute (1985) suggests that "useful prompts are those

given by a reader in response to a piece" (page 81). Using the essay
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which she wrote at home, I created prompts to my subject's essay.

The follwing activities are those we had in the computer lab (see
appendix for transcription of the sessions). Iintended to use the sample

prompts for a descriptiveparagraph provided with FrEd Writer for our

first activity, and to create my own prompts. I also had my subject

do a sentence-joining exercise without using "and", because this exercise

would be useful for the revising activity in our second session.

Lab Session 1

 1) Writea descriptive paragraph at the computer without the sample

   prompts.
 2) Write a descriptive paragraph at the computer with the sample

   prompts.
 3) Complete a sentence-joining exercise without using "and".

 4) Rewritea paragraph at the computer with my first prompts which

   I created for her essay.

 5) Find spelling errors as homework.

Lab Session 2

 1) Correct the spelling errors at the computer.

 2) Revise some of the senterices which can be ioined with my socond

   prompts.
 3) Discuss and instruct grammar errors.

Results

   My subj.ect has been learning how to use the keyboard in her computer

class and is familiar with the computer. She tried to put her fingers

on the standard position and enjoyed using the computer. It was very

interesting to note how different her paragraph was which she produced

withthe sample prompts from the one she wrote without the prompts.

'Ihe following essays were her descriptive paragraphs; the first is the one

without the prompts, while the second one was produced with the

sample prompts.
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Writing a descriptive paragraph

A descriptive paragraph without the prompts:

   I like Public Garden. Because there are a lot of animals and there

   are many trees. I like squrrel. 'Ihey are very friendly. I always bring

   thePenuts to feed thern. They like Penuts very much . There is no

   squrrel in Japanese garden. Japanese squrrel and American squrrel

   are different. I like American squrrel very much, So I like go to

   public garden.

A descriptive paragraph with the sample Prompts:

The sample prompts:

    ***-***"--i-**-**---**•*"***l****-*******--
    . Copy and complete the follwing sentence:

    *My special place is .OR The placeIrernernber best is .

    ***-*********--***-**"*i**"-****-i*-***--*
    *-sll-****l-******•*-***--***--*****l-**--*
    .Describe how your place looks.

    **--**i**-i**---**"****-**-*********ll**-i
    *--*****i**--**l****"-**--*i******--**l***
    . Describe the first thing or person you see when you enter your place.

    ---*i***-*-***--******--i-*"-**i--"-*-****
    ""l****ll--******--***********--*"i-"-**--
    .Describe two other things or people you see at your place

    ******"--***"*-***-*-**l-******--**-*l-***
    -**s*i**-*"***-i*4i"**"i"i*--"***--*"**t-*
    *Describe any particullar smells at your place

    ***-****-*******--**"--***l"*i--**-**l-*i*
    *****-*----*******-***********--i*i**"*---
    .Describe any sound at your place.

    **"*-**-*i**--*-l--*-**-**--**--"****--**-
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    ***-****-****--l*****--****--*****-l*-***"
    .Describe any activities you do at your place

    -"-**********-************-"-*****-----***
    ***"-***********--**"-***-l-*********--***
    *Describe how you feel when you're at your pla,ce.

    ***-"***--*****---"********-**"*******-l**

A paragraph with the prompts:

   My special place is Public Garden. There are many anirnals and

   trees. There are many ducks in tha pond. I saw many squrrel at

   first in the garden. Ialso saw many kinds of trees and flowers. I

   smelled trees and flowers.Iheard cry of du(iks. I feed peanuts to

   squrrels and ducks. I fee1 like in the zoo.

             '
   Although my subject made spelling, grammatica1 and tense errors

in herparagraph with the prompts, her paragraph became more descriptive

with clearer imagery than the one without the prompts. It is also
important to notethat she said, "Oh, thiS is very easy to write," when

she finished writing the paragraph with the prompts.

                       '
Sentenoes-joining exercise

    The second activity which we had was an exercise to join two
sentences without using "and" (see appendix for the whole exercise). The

following sentences are one of the exercises:

   A light clicks on. I look inside.

   When a light clicks on, I look inside.

Although my subject considered the exercise difficult, she found it

interesting because she could fee1 that the sentence which was joined

sounded better. The following excerpts from my lab session journal

describe how we solve a, difficult exercise:
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   Subject : I don't know what to do with the socond one.

   Me: Let me see. "I am feeling hungry. I go to the refrigerator."

       Why do you go to the refrigerator?

   S : Because I am feeling hungry.

   M: Right. But do you know another word for "because"?

   S : "as"?

   M: Right!
   S: "As I am feeling hungry, I go to the refrigerator."

Rewriting activity using prompts

    T:he final activity was rewriting her essay about her school with

theprotnptswhich I created. The following essay was written at home

without prompts:

   I have Arnerican friends in Lawrence school. 'Ihey are so kind to

   me.Ienjoy the school life. Today, we had gym in 4th period. We

   played "Team hand ball". I didn't know how to play it. So I asked

   my Japanese friends. But they didn't know either. 'IhenI asked my

   American friend. Her mane is "Kito" . She taught me how to play

   it'

   At first5minutes, our team got 3 points and another team got 2

   points. Then second 5 minutes, our team got more than 4 points

   and another team got 1 point. At end of the game, we won the

   game. I was so'happy. I think people who won the game ware
   happy. I had very good time in jym. I like Lawrence school very

   much. Because everybody are kind and I had a lot of happy thing

   in the school.

    I had a little difficulty creating prompts for my subject's essay

afterIread it becauseIwondered what kinds of prompts would be helpful

for it. I also worried how I should create the prompts without disturbing

her original essay. The first prompts which I created to my subject's

essay after some struggle:
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    --**-l*i***---*-****--****l**•*l***--*i**l*
    . What are you going to write? Please write your topic or title.

    *"**-i"****i*-*********"*---l***l-**""i-**
    i--**--********-***"--*i4-**-l-***-l****-l
    * What is your topic sentence? Find it from your essay and write

    * it down.

    ***-----***s""****-***********ii*****l-*-*
    *-**-"-*--******-"***"****--*"***-**-*---"
    . Describe how your friends are kind to you. Give me at least two

    . examptes.

    *-***l-**--******--*--*-********--****---*
    ****-*---**il**"**i"*-***"-*-l****i-****-l
    . Describe one incident when you felt happy with your friends at

    . school.

    *-*-*l--***"-********-*-**l-*i*ll"**---***

    'I:he first reaction of my subject to my first prompts was very

interestingbecause her reaction was what I wanted to teach to improve

her paragraph. The following conversation was from my lab session
journa1:

   SubjecÅ} : What is a topic sentence?

   Me: A topic sentence is your main idea of your essay. You have

       your topic sentence in your essay which you wrote at home.

   S: Well••• maybe this last sentence?

   M: Exactly! Can you read it?

   S : "I like Lawrence school very much. Because everybody are kind

       and I had a lot of happy thing in the school."

   M: Very good. You know what? 'IheJapanesewritea topic sentence

       at the very end of a paragraph, but we need to write it at the

       very beginning of a paragraph in English.

   S:Ialways wribe my main idea at the end.
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                        '
   M: Me too, but that's a Japanese way. English writing style is

       differertt from the Japanese one.

   S : Yeah, write a topic sentence, and give examples. Right?

   M: Great!

    As our session went on, I came to notice that an interaction

betwoen a teacher and her student was very important. Although my

subject tried to follow the prompts, she needed a help from me because

she did not know what a topic sentence was. This interesting finding

will be explored in the discussion section. I was also surprised to find

that my subject already has noticed that writers need to give examples

to support their topic sentence even though she did not know what a

topic sentence was. She was also aware that she always wrote her main

idea at the end of a paragraph.

The essay which she wrote at the computer with the first prompts:

                  '
            '                          My friends
   I like Lawrence school very much because everybody are kind and I had

   a lot of happy things in the school. We played "Team hand ball"

   inthe gym.Ididn't know how to play it. I asked my -friend whose

   name" Kito". She tauglit me how to play it with gesture and she

   tried to use easy word to make me understand. When I read the

   bookImademistake. But my friends didn't laugh. When my friend
   invite me to the party, we played the game and ate snack together.

   Although she had the paragraph which she wrote at home with her

while working at the computer, she deleted the description of the game

and added why she liked her friends. She said that it was not neceSsary

to describe the game part to explain how she felt about her friends

when I asked her why she had deleted it. The description of her friends'

kindness to her, sudh as how her friend tried to make her understand
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or how they do not laugh when she make mistakes, got powerful in her

second writing. Another interesting finding is that she joined two

sentences, "I like Lawrence school" and "Because everybody are kind and

I had a lot of happy things in the school", and this may have been

due to the exercise which she had earlier in our session. AIthough she

had organized the paragraph better, the next step was to correct
grammatica1 mistakes and to join Sentences. Before our•second lab

session, I created the prompts to have her join senterices, and discussed

about grammatical mistakes with her.

Lab session 2

   The purpose of our second session was to teach revising ski11s to

help my subject correct grammatical mistakes and to join sentences.

The prompt which I created to have her join sentences is:

    ***-**-**-*****"l***--i**-*-**"--******-**
    * Join the follwing sertterices into one sentence as you did in the

    * exerctse.

    ***----*ll*l--"******i******-*****i--***--

'I:he following sentences were the target sentences to be joined:

    I didn't know how to play it. I asked my friend whose name "Kito".

    When I read the book I made mistake. But my friends didn't laugh.

    After rny subject finished correcting her spelling mistakes which she

found as homework, we began to work on joining sentences and
correcting grammmatica1 errors (see appendix for the whole description

forwhat we did.). The following conversation was important to note

because my subject found that the joined sentences became better.
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                                                        tt
   Me: Next one is a' little difficult...

        "When I read the book I made mistake. But my friends didn't

       laugh."

       Do you know a word "although"?
   Subject : No, but I think I have heard it.

   M: "Although" means "dakeredomo" in Japanese. You can use it
       like this.

       "Although when I read the book I made mistake, my friends

       didn't laugh.

   S : I $ee. (She began to revise the senterices.)

   M: OK. We still need to work on this seritence. You had better

       bring "I made mistake" right after "Although" because it sounds

       natural.

   S : I see. (She began to revise the sentences.)
                   f"       "Although I made mistake when I read the book, my friends
       didn't laugh.

After we worked on correcting tnese, plural and article (see appendix.)

   S:"AlthoughImake a few mistakes when I read a book, my
       friends don't laugh."

   M: Great sentertce!

   S : 'Ilhis sentence sounds cool!

    Although it took time to revise two senterices, it was apparent

that my subject noticed the difference between her old sentertces and her

new ones. By repeating this kind of exercise, I hope that ESL writers

can create better sentences. The following paragraph is the one which

we corrected errors:

                          My friends
   I like Lawrence School very much because everybody is kind and I

   have a lot of happy times in the school. We played "Team hand

   ball" in the gym. AsIdidn't know how to play it, I asked my
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   friend whose name is "Kito". She taught me how to play it with

   gestures and she tried to use easy words to make me understand.

   Although I make a few mistakes when I read a book, my friends

   don't laugh. When my friends invite me to their parties,, we play

   games and eat snack together.

   M: Very nice paragraph, but• I think you need a final sentence which

       makes it better. What do you think?

   S: Yeah •'' it doesn't sound it ended.

   M: Right, let me make a prompt for you.

   I created the prompt:

    ****************************•**************
    * How do you fee1 when you are with your friends?

    ******************************************
   S : I fee1 happy when I am with my friends.

   M: What a nice sentence to end your essay!
       (She inserted her last sentence.)

   It appears that my subject wrote more easily with the prompts and

that sentence-joining exerice helped her to understand what made a

serttence sound better. An' interesting finding was that she had already

noticed that writers had to give examples to support their topic sentence

in English essays even though she had not known what a topic sentence

was. It was also important to note that she developed her essay not

only with the prompts but with her teacher.

M. Discussion

    I had two objectives for my project: one was to examine how
prompting software FrEd Writer would help an ESL student to organize a

paragraph, and the other was to teach revising activities to improve

her writingof paragraph. For the first objective, a paragraph without

prompting and one with prompting was compared in order to assess
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whether the prompted files were helpful or not, For teaching revising

activities, I focused on a sentence structure even though my subject

made a number of grammatical mistakes, such as tense, plural/singular,

definite/indefinite articles, and spelling. However, I hoped that my

subject wQuld find correcting those mistakes easy at the oomputer and

she should not worry about tham while writing and would focus on the

content and the organization of her paragraph.

    ln addition to these objectives, I have found the importance of

teacher-student interactions from our sessions. Although my subject

considered prompts helpful, she sometimes needed my help while
interacting with thern. From the interactions, I speculate that students

may be able to learn how to take their writing objectively.

Prompting Writing
   The first reaction of my subjoct to the sarnple prompted descriptive

paragraph was very interesting because she found it easy.to write by

following the prompts. She also felt that her descriptive paragraph with

the prompts sounded better t,han her paragraph without thern.

    It appears that the prompts guided my subject efficiently, and I

speculate that these prompts may help students who cannot do self-

monitoringor cannot read their text while writjng Brown (cited in

Daiute, 1985) points out that poor self-monitoring students share in the

bertefit of guided prompts to improve their composing and revising ski11s.

Daiute (1985) also suggests that guided self-monitoring helps writers

to set social contexts, to take alternative points of views, to manage

their mental activities, and to learn standards of writing bchavior.

   lmmaturewriters who have not acquired self-monitoring and reading

ski11s while writing may train thernselves by the guided prompts.

However,I am afraid that they may lose their creativity if they are
too dependent on the prompts. Daiute (1985) suggests that children should

write their essays without prompting after they use a prompting program

once or twice to practice writing paragraph because her study reveals that
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some children revise more when they use prompts, but others do better

on their own. Applebee and Langer (cited in Daiute) also found that

such explicit traning in writing is useful during the dovelopmental stage

and should be rernoved when it is no longer needed.

   An important question to my mind is how they come to be able to

create their prompts on their own while writing. According to Daiute,

children who practice writing a paragraph with a prompting program
several times can get ideas from it and incorporate the strategies on their

own. Although her study is based on native English speaking children, I

assume that ESL children also may develop the ski11s after the practice.

    Teacher-student interactions may play an important role to teach

how students can take their essays objectively to create prompts on their

own. Although my subject understood what prompts had been prepared

for, she sometimes could not solve the required problams. For example,
she did not know some conjunctions, such as `;as" and "although", and

she,needed my instructions. I also learned what kinds of prompts to

provide from the interactions with my subject. For example, after she

finished the revisiing activities using my prompts. I notioed that her

essay needed a final sentence to conclude her essay. So I created a new

prompt, "How do youfeel when you are with your friends?". After she

responded to it by writing, "I feel happy when I am with my friends",

my subject felt that this sentence made her paragraph better.

   It also may be interesting to have students create prompts for other

students' paragraph because they may be able to find what is needed

to improve their peers' pragpraph. By repeating this exercise, they may

increase their use of a self-questioning strategy which efficient writers

eniploy since studies (Daiute, 1985, Daiute, 1986a, Dickinson,1986)

suggest that co11aborative 1earing leads childrert to better mastery of

wrltlng.

   Although prompting writing may help students to write more easily,

it is important for students to become independent writers. It may be

influeritial for teachers to be a model how they create prompts for their
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writing as I created the final prompt for my subject. I speculate that

students may 1earn how they can create their prompts on their own by

interacting with teachers and by looking at the process how their

teachers create prompts. I believe that an important goal of teaching

writing is that students need to 1earn what they can do to improve their

Revising Activities

   'I:he sentencejoining ercercise helped my subject to understand what

made a sentence sound better. 'Ihe exercise prior to her revising activities

was useful because she became conscious of what she was doing while

revising at the computer. I also noticed an important aspect in the

process of revising, having students read aloud their terct, when my

subject said that her joined sentenoes got cool. This is what Burke (cited

in Pea and Kurland, 1982) cmphasizes the importance of when writing

of "the voice of the body beltind the text" (page 59).

   Although my subject did senterLce-joining exercise prior to revising,

she did not notice that there were a few 'senterices that could be joined

when she worked on her first essay. Daiute (1985) points out that

Piaget's developmental theory says that at first children are not even

aware that they are aware because dhilren have only one point of view.
      VVVN
I, therefore, believe that children may need a "guide", like prompted

writing, which 1ets thern become aware of what they can do.

   When I spoke with my subject after the project, she told me that she

was trying to produce senterices using conjunctions in her ESL writing

assignrrient. It appears that she became aware that she needs to pay

attentionto the sentence structure without prompts. She, however, has

trouble writing because she cannot write when she pays attention to the

structure. I told her not to pay attention to the structure at first, but

try to write what she is thinking about. She can find senterices to
joinafter she finishes writing; however, this will be painfti1 if she dose

not usethe computer because she has to rewrite a whole essay. In this
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way, she may realize the effect of the computer.

    My subject made a number of grammatical mistakes in her
paragrapbs, such as tense usage, plural/singular agreernent, use of the

definite/indefinite article, and spelling, and we corrected thern at the

computer while revising. I, however, believe that these errors are

developmental errors, and she will be able to reduce thern as her English

proficiency increases. Although it is improtant for teachers to explain

these errors, it may be more effective for thern to let students know

how easy it is to correct errors at the computer. My subject merLtioned

that she could not write when she paid attention to grammar; this

suggests my view that ESL primary students should be encouraged to

produce their ideas in print rather than to write a paragraph while

paying too close attention to grammar. •

lmplioations for the computer use in both regular and ESL classrooms

    ESL students who have passed the free writing stage, especially

those who are in middle school need to learn how to write an essay since

writing is often required in many subjects, According to my subject,

she has to write a number of essays in ESL, English, social studies,

and in even mathernatics and science. Topics vary widely depertding on

the subject, and I speculate that prompting computer software like FrEd

Writer may play an important role providing steps to ESL students

who have not 1earned how to organize an essay. ESL students may
appreciate prompts which meet the needs of students' esaay topic. For

example, the followingprompts are the sample prompts for bookreport

in FrEd Writer:

    * Write the title.

    * Write the author.

    *Write several serLterices about the story. What happens? Where?

     When?
    * Tell about something you 1earned from the story.

    *Write some sentences about why you liked the story.
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I believe that ESL students may write better and easier by followipg

the prompts. For those who have good ideas on their minds but have

trouble presenting them in print may appreciate these guiding steps.

   Cummins. and Sayers (in press) point out that access to computers

of language minority students is especially restricted. It is found that

220/o of regular classroom teachers who teach limited English proficient

students use computers, while 50% of all regular classroom teachers use

computers (Roberts & staff, cited in Cummins and Sayers). It is also

reported that only 10/o of commercially available software programs

aredesigned for ESL students. Thisindicates that both ESL and regular

classroom teachers may not aware how they can use computers for ESL

students. Kahn (1988) introduces the effect of the computer use with an

emergent ESL writer and reports that he could oompose more sentenoes

at the computer than he wrote with a penci1 and paper.

   I hope that many regular and ESL classroom teachers find their ways

of using the computer with their ESL students. Prompted software like

FrEd Writer may be very helpful for ESL students to 1earn how to write

an essay. It does not take a long time creating prompts for an essay

topic, and I hope that not only ESL teachers but regular classroom

teachers create prompts when they assign an essay topic. ESL students

should be encouraged to 1earn how to organine an essay by practcing

prompting writing and to become proficient writers who do not need

pronpts someday.

rv. Concluding remarks

    Teaching writing is considered important in American education,

and the development of the technology has introdqced a new method of

writing improvernent. ESL students should be expected to learn and to

improve their writing abilities as mainstream children are expected.

   ln my small case study of teaching writing to an ESL student using

the prompted software FrEd Writer, I have found that my subject oould
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write easier and better by following 'the guiding steps which were

prepared by the teacher. As I mentioned earlier in this paper, different

language groups have different writing patterns which make it difficult

fot them to organize an essay when they write in English. Those who

have different writing patterns, as well as immature writers who have

not acquired self-monitoring ski11s, may appreciate such prompting

writing for 1earning how to organize an essay.

   It is also important to note that ESL students who need to pay

attention to many dimensions of the language, such as sentence structure,

spelling, tense and other grammatical features, may appreciate the

use of computers because they can focus their concentrations on the
productions of their ideas in print, and later correct other teclmica1 errors.

   Both ESL and regular classroom teachers may 1ead ESL students to

write better and more easily by providing prompts for their essay topios.

However, an important geal of teaching writing to ESL studertts is that

they shouldlearn the format of an English essay and produce prompts
on their own after they practice writing by prompted computer software

programs.I hope that they 1earn how they can be an independent writer

during their interactions with prompts and teachers.
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                         Appendix

1. A descriptive paragraph with prompts

   **---***---****--**----**-"i-***-*i**--**"
   .. A DESCRIPTIVE PARAGRAPH
   .. the first draft
   .. Answer each question with at least one sentence. Use your

   .. clusters to help you think of ideas.

   I-"----------**--**l****-*****"-l--"--i---
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   ***-***l***-*-****-** pt *-l**-*-*-i*******
   .* COPY AND COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE AS
   *. YOUR TOPIC
   ** <<SENTENCE: My special place is .

   .* OR
   . The placeIrerTiernber best is .

   *****-l-***i****l-****--**"--**-**-***-*
   My special place is Public Garden.

   **-****l***-***i****-l****-***"**--*****
   ** DESCRIBE HOW YOUR PLACE LOOKS.
   **-*-*-*--***i***i***********i**********
   'I:here are many animals and trees, .
   There are many ducks in the pond,

   s*--*"---**-ii*---"-******-****-*-**s*--
   ** DESCRIBE THE FIRST THING OR PERSON YOU SEE
   ** WHEN YOU ENTER YOUR PLACE.
   **-****"********l-******-*"*ii*-*i****-*
   I saw many squrrel at first in the garden.

   -****-***-**********-***---**"*-**--****
   ** DESCRIBE TWO OTHER THINGS OR PEOPLE YOU SEE
   .* AT YOUR PLACE.
   *--**"*****l*******-*-***li"*i"*-*******
   Ialso saw many kind of trees and ducks.

   *****-*******-*i*****l-i**-l**---**"-***
   *. DESCRIBE ANY PARTICULAR SMELLS AT YOUR PLACE.

   ****-l-*-l***l-***i-l-***-*---*l-"**"*--
   I smelled trees and flowers.

   ***-""l""--**"*********--*******-***----
   *. DESCRIBE ANY SOUND AT YOUR PLACE.

   -*-ll**-l***"-*********-***********l*i**
   I heard cry of ducks.
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   ***--****************-*l-*****************
   * * DESCRIBE ANY ACTIVITIES YOU DO AT YOUR PLACE.

   ****************-*****i"*-***"-****-******
   I feed peanuts to squrrels and dudks.

   *****************-**-lli***l-l--**l*****•**
   . * DESCRIBE HOW YOU FEEL WHEN YOU'RE AT YOUR
   .* PLACE.
   ***********i****-***-*-***-*-****I***I**--
   I feel like in the zoo.

2. Sentencojoining exercise

 Exercise

   These sentences tell a story. Make each pair of senterices into one

longer serttence, so that the story flows more easily and is more

interesting. Try not use "and" to join sentences.

Example:

   *********-****-li***l*"-**-**l-*-*--******
   .. Isneak through the house. My sneaking is quiet.

   **-********-***-**-i-*****"il***--***-**-*
   I quietly sneak through the house.

   *-*****-*********-****-i-*-****-*-********
   *. Shadows are everywhere. 'Ihe shadows are huge.

   i*"--**l**********-*-***i****l****I-******
   Huge shadows are everywhere.

   --*****l-*-***--********--****ili**i**--"-
   ** I am feeling hungry. I go to the refrigerator.

   *"-"i-"""-**""**"*******--***"-t-*i""-*-""                                .
   As I am feeling hungry, I go to the refrigerator.
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"**l**--**-**-***---***-l**-ll*i4-**--**--
.. It makes a hum in the darkness. Its hum is soft.

-**------*-***--**-"i----*--------"--""*-*
It makes a soft hum in the darkness.

-l*-*********- i- -**-**---*i*---"*--*-i**--*
.* Ipull open the door. My pul1 is carefull.

**--**-*-i******-i-****-----*-*"--*--"*-**
I carefully pull open the door.

***-*-**"***-l*l--**-l**--***I***-*****"**
.. A light clidks on. Ilook inside.

*--*""-*---*i-"*-*"-**************---**"*-
When a light cllcks on, IIook inside,

3. An Essay with my first prompts.

-*--**--***-ii-****--**--****-**i-**-*-*-"
*. What are you going to write? Please write your topic or
*. title.

*-"**i**-***- - * *-********"--*--**i--**-*-**
My friends.

*i-**i-*--***-*"--***---*"--**-l***-***"**
*. What is your topic senterice? Find it from your paper and

*. write it down.

-*-**-***-***l**-i**-""*---*---***-****-**
Ilike Lawrence school very much, because everbody are kind and I

had a lot of happy things in the school.

•"-*--"*---*-i*"--***-***i"***-**--***---**
. * 'Describe how your friends are kind to you. Give me at least

.. two examples.

**-l---"---*"-----"-*---**-"**-**---*---i-
We played "Team hand ball" in thejim. I didn't know how to play

it.Iasked my American frierid whose narne "Kito". She taught me
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   how to play it with gestureand she tried to use easy word to make

   me understand. When I read the book I made mistake. But my
   friends didn't laugh.

   ***-****-***---**-**l-*"--**-**--*---*f***
   .* Describe one incident whert you felt happy with your friends

   .. at school.

   -**-*-*""*-"*****--***-******l-*"-**-l*l**
   Whert my friend invite me to the party, we played the game and

   ate snack together.

4. An Essay with my second prompts.

   ***--*--l**-*-l-*-"*---t**-*"-**-****-i--"
   ll tl\.i[t}ea.t are you going to write? piease write your topic or

   ***--*-***i***-**l-*-**"-i*-"----****-***-
           My friends.

   "--i***-"-*-***-*i******--***-**-*--*"I"*"
   *. What is your topic sentence? Find it from your paper and

   .* write it down.

   -"*"-**-**"-""-**--*-*""--"-**-***--***-**
   Ilike Lawrence shool very much, because everybody is kind and I

   had a lot of happy things in the school. .

   *-****"---"i**-***"*--******-**"-*"-*"**-*
   *. Descrilbe how your friends are kind to you. Give me at least

   ** two examples.

   ***-**-*-*l-*-* -* --"--*l--*i*--l*-****-*-**
   We played "Team hand ball" in the jim.

   "-*"I"*"*""*i**"**-"*-•"***"""""-"""-*i-"-"
   ** Join the folling sentences into one seritence as you did in the

   .. ercerorse.

   -*--****-**-**-*--i*ll*"i**--**-"*--*--*-*
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   As I didn't know how to play it, I asked my American friend

   whose name is "Kito". '
    --*--*********************-l***-**-*-*****
    ** The following sentence is very good.

    ************-**-"-***"*tl**i-**-i*-•-i---**
   She taught me how to play it with gesture and she tried to use

   easy words to make me understand.

    ***i*-*l-*-*****-****-***•**-**--*******---
    *. Join the following sentence into one sentence.

    ********************l--*********-*********
   AlthoughImake a few mistakes when I read a book, my friends
   don't laugh.

    *ll*l*--*-i-"-***--**-**-******-**--**-***
    *. Describe one incident when you felt happy with your
    *. friends at school.

    ***-*********"******il-**-*******-*--*****
   When my friend invite me to the party, we played the game and

   ate snack together.

    **ii****l******-** *•* *-*****i*"t*******-***
    . . Describe how you fee1 when you are with your friends.

    **-*"-**-******-*-*--*l**s*-"i*--l*---****
   I feel happy when I am with my friends.

                                 '

5. My Lab Session Journa1

Session 1

   I examined prodos of FrEd Writer and found its other interesting

features. For example, it has an exercise of combining two sentences, and

I found it interesting to use it with my subject because a couple of

my subject's serttences could be combined. The exercise requires students

to change adjective into adverb and to use adverb clause, and I had my
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subject do this exercise in our samnd session.

    'Ihe first activity in our session was to have her write a short

paragraph using a sample prompt writing of FrEd Writer in order to

see how the sampleprompts would work. Before I let her work on it, I

asked her to write a short paragraph without using the computer in

order to see the difference of the two essays.

    After she finished writing the essay without using the computer,

she worked on the sample descriptive writing of FrEd Writer. After she

followed the prompts, she said, "Oh, I could write so easily!" "Ihis Was

her first reaction to the essay on her favorite place. '
    The second activity was to do the exercise of combining two
sentences. She said, "This is not easy," when she was told to work on it,

but I explained to her how she could do by-using the example.

Subject: This is not easy.

Me: Don't worry. I'will help you. Look at this example.

    "I sneak through the house. My sneaking is quiet. '

    I quietly sneak through the house."

    'Ilhe combined sentence sounds interesting, doesn't it?

S: Yeah! . ,M: Let me read what you have to do. ""I:hese sentence tell a story.

    Make each pair of serLtence, so that the story flows more easily

    and is more interesting. Try not to use "and "to join sentences."

                                        '
Ialso read all the sentenoes to her to make her understand what the

story waS like, and she asked me about words which she did not know

such as shadows, hum, and click. She began working on the exercise.

S: (She began to read the two sentences) "Sahdows are overywhere.

    "Ihe shadows are huge." This is difficult! But..."Huge shadows?"

M: Exactly! ' .S: "Huge shadows are everywhere." ' '
                                       '
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M: Very good! Can you do the next one?

S: I don't know what to do with the seoond one.

M: Let me see. "I am feeling hungry. I go tQ the refrigerator." Why

    do you go to the refrigerator?

S: Because I am feeling hungry.

M: Right. But do you know another word for "because"?

                                                 'M: Right! .
S: "As I am feeling hungry, I go to the refrigerator."

M: Great!

                                                '
She dealt with the third and the fourth ones qui'te easily, but she asked

me for help for the last one. '

S: I don't know what to do with this one.

M: OK. "A light clicks on. Ilook inside." When do you look inside?

S: Whenalight clicks on.

M: Youjust said it. '
S: "When a light clicks on, Ilook inside."

M: OK, but you need a comma after "on".
S: "When a light clicks on, Ilook inside."

M: Good. What do you think the joined sentenees? Do you think that

    they are better than the original ones?.

S: Yeah! They sound cool!
                                     '

    The third activity was to have subjoct write her essay at the

computer by following my prompts. •

S: What is a topic sentence?

M: A topic sentence is your main thought of your essay. You have

    your topic sentertce in your essay which you wrote at home.

S: Well... maybe this last serttence?
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Exactly! Can you read it?

 "I like Lawrence school very much. Because everybody are kind

 and I had a lot of happy thing in the school."

 Very good. You know what? The Japanese write a topic sentence at

the very end of a paragraph, but we need to write it at the very

begiming of a paragraph.

 I always write an important thing at the end.

 Me too, but that's a Japanese way. English writing style is

 different from the Japanese one.

 Yeah, write a topic sentence, and give examples. Right?

 Great! So why don't you begin writing?

 Sure!

subject began to write at the computer.

How do you spell "gesture"? •
 g-es-t-u-r-e, but don't worry about spelling because you can correct

 misspelled words later.

OK.

subject kept writing.

 I'm finished.

 Good. Do you want to print it out?

Yeah!

 Here you are. Do you like it?

 Yeah, I can write at the computer more easily than I write with

 a penci1 and a pen because I don't have to use an eraser.

 Great! That's whyIwanted you to write at the computer. By the

 way, for homevvork, you have to find your mistakes in your essay.

 I also want you to find sentences which can be joined. Do you

 remember the exercise we did at the begiming?
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S: OK

Session 2

   My subject found her spelling mistakes and corrected theni in. the

hard copy of her essay. Although I assigned her to join sentences

together, it was difficult for her to do so. Her essay also had a couple

of grammar mistakes, and I decided to explain what her mistakes are

on the screen.

s:

M:
s:

M:
s:

M:

I found my spelling mistakes.

Good! Then why don't you fix them on the screen?

Sure! But, how can I go to the misspelled words?

Move the cursor like this.

I see. It's easy to correct my spelling mistakes at the

Yeah.

computer.

She finished correcting her misspelled words, alot

and lafe( =laugh).

S I didn't know how to join the sentences.

M OK. Let's do it together. 'Ihe first one is..,

    "I didn't know how to play it. I asked my

    name "Kito".
    You are missing something after name. Do
S: 1th..."is".

(=a lot),

Amerecan

you know

jim( = gym)

friend

what

whose

it is?

She inserted "is" after "name".

M:

s:

M:

Do you ramernber the exercise we did last time?

in that sheet.

(looking at the sheet) Ah, using "as"?

Great! Can you join the senterices using "as"?

T:here is the answer
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She began to join the sentences on the screen.

S: "As I didn't know how to play it I asked my Amerecan friend
    whose name is "Kito".

M: Good! But, you need a comma when you see "as".
S: I see. (She enserted "," after "it".)

M: Then next one is a little difficult...

    "When I read the book I made mistake. But my friends didn't
                                                       f
    1augh."

    Do you know a word "although"?
S: No, but Ithink I have heard it.

M: "Although" means "daleeredomo" in Japanese. You can use it like

    this, "Although when I read the book I made mistake, my friends

    didn't laugh."

S: I see (She began to revise the sentences.)

    "Although when I read the book I made mistake, my friends didn't

    laugh."

M: OK. Youstill need to work on this sentence You had better bring

    "I rnade mistake" right "Altough" because it sounds natural.

S: I see. (She began to revise the sentence.)

    "Although I made mistake when I read the book, my friends didn't

    laugh."
M: Good, but you still need to work on this sentence. Do!sfou still make

    mistakes when you read a book?

S: Yeah.
M: Do you make a lot of mistakes?

S: No, just a few.

M: So you need to sey, "AlthoughImadea few mistakes..." You used

    the past tense "made", but you mean that you still make mistakes

    and your friends always don't laugh. Right?

S: Right.
M: So you need to say that in a simple tense.

S: OK.
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M: You also used "the", but you don't meana particular book, do you?

S: No.
M: You need to say }`a".

S: English is difficult!

M: Don't worry. I still have a trouble with that!

S: Let me fix my sentence. Do we noed a ","?

    "Although I make a few mistakes wheri I read a book, my friends

     don't laugh.

M: Yeah.
S: Ms sentence sounds cool!
M: Yes, it does! The next sentence has a similar mistake.

    "When my friend invite me to the party, we played the game and

     ate snack together."

    Can you find what is wrong with your sentence?

S: Tense?
M: Right.
S: "lnvited"?

M: Good!
M: Do you wanna print out to see how it sounds like?

S: Yeah!!!
M: Here you are. Can you read it?

S: Sure.

                         My friends.
    Ilike Lawrence School very much bocause everybody are kind and

    Ihadalot of happy things in the school. We played "Team hand

    ball" in the gym. As I didn't know how to play it, I asked my

    American friend whose name is "Kito". She taught me how to play

    it with gesture and she tried to use easy words to make me
    understand. Although I make a few mistakes when I read a book,

    my friends don't laugh. When my friend invited me to her party,

    we played a game and ate snacks together.
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 Very nice essay, but I think you noed a final sentence in your

 essay. Don't you think so?

Yeah... it doesn't sound ended.

Right, let me make a prompt for you.

 (I began to create the prompt: "How do you fee1 when you are

 with your friends?")

I feeI happy when I am with my friends.

What a nice sentence to end your essay!

 (She began to insert her last sentence.)

 "I feel happy when I am with my friends."

Great! Let me circle other grammar mistakes in your essay.

 (I circled "are" after everybody and "had" in "I had a lot of

happy things..."

Do you' see what are wrong with them?

I need to say "have" for "had".

Right, because you still have happy things at school. Is that right?

Yeah!

But that sentence is still awkward. You had better say, "I have

a lot of happy times."

 (She corrected things to times.)

 "Everybody" is counted as "one", so you neod to use "is" instead

 of "are".

OK.
(She corrected the mistakes.)

Let's get your essay printed out!

My essay got so cool!

Do you think that it was easy for you to follow the prompts?

Very much!

Your friend didn't use just one gesture, did she?

Se use many gestures.

You have to use plural.

 (She corrected it.)
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M: You are talking about parties, but are you talking about many

    parties?

    And, not only one friend but other friends invite you to their

    parties, right?

S: Yeah! .
M: Then, you'd better use the simple tense.

S: OK.
M: You are not talking about a particular game, right?

S: Ritht.

M: And you play many games and eat many snacks, don't you?

S: Right.
M: Then, you need to change thcm from singular to plural.

S: All right.

M: Read your paragraph, please?

S: Sure.

                           My friends

   Ilike Lawrence Sdhool very much because everybody is kind and I

   have a lot of happy times in the school. We played "Team hand
   ball" in the gym. As I didn't know how to play it, I asked rny friend

    whose name is "Kito". She taught me how to play it with gestures

    and she tried to use easy words to make me understand. Although I

    make a few mistakes when I read a book, my friends don't laugh.

    When my friends invite me to theirparties,we play games and eat

    snacks together. I feel happy when I am with my friends.

M: What a great paragraph!
S: I like it, and it is cool!!!

                                     (Received November 6, 1990)
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